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...and all other filters. 
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It would be fair to preface this by stating that the premise of what the PristineHydro (Glen Caulkins) is trying to 
accomplish is sound. Their website draws much needed attention to the industrial contamination of our water and 
food along with critical examination of water purification devices on the market. Our water should be free of 
contaminants, ideally resembling the state in which our ancestors enjoyed it. It’s important to remember that 
though we romanticize our ideas about our ancestors and the various sources from which they attained their water, 
simple, pure, rainwater (essentially distilled) was always a staple where it was available.  

That being said, as we will see, not only does the PristineHydro (PrHy) fall short of reliable performance, 
affordability and sustainability but also of accurate representation of itself and distillation. To play fair once again 
the issues I list are not unique to the PrHy, they are very common in almost all filter based purifiers. Whether these
issues are overlooked intentionally are not under scrutiny in this article. I do however have a feeling Glens dislike of
distilled water (DW) has a bit to do with his leftover perception from past life events. 

In the next paragraph you will see Glen’s quote on how he used to live, though he’s trying to highlight the 
mainstream idea of a “health nut”, “health over-achiever” or “where did he go wrong!” type of mentality, I consider
the distilled water to be one of the only healthful things he listed. I will show you why his issues had nothing to do 
with distilled water and more to do with all of his other actions, including the fact that often, one gallon of plain 
water a day, from any source, is excessive.

“When I was 49 years old I got sick, didn’t drink, didn’t smoke, didn’t do drugs went to the gym, hand fulls of 
vitamins, supplements, protein powders, a little meat, a little chicken, a little fish. Massive amounts of raw 
vegetables, wearing out Champion Juicers, three time national champion snowboarder, surfer, bodybuilder, yoga, a 
gallon of distilled water, and I fasted all the time. Almost killed me. Went to the doctor, he said you have 
degenerative disk disease, your lower back and your neck.”

1.) Yes, drugs are not a good idea, however, overall stress burden (regardless of enjoyment) can inflict similar, 
comparable damage to an individual. Avoiding drugs does not guarantee good health.

2.) Going to the gym can encourage some of the most dysfunctional movement patterns and add insult to 
injury when done under tension and load. The human body operates by sling-like mechanisms. Proper stacking of 
tissue and bone accompanied by functional movements is crucial. When the body is pushed to achieve an unnatural
end, the means of achieving it are often harmful. Many in the ancestral health realm forget to move like our 
ancestors did and stick to the “outdated” static, single plane of motion exercises. (see anatomytrains.com) 

3.) Supplements (unless highly tested and scrutinized) are full of issues. From biased science (like the fish/algae oil 
industry), improper forms of nutrients (like folic acid), contamination (like heavy metals/ unlisted substances), 
identity issues (different product than what is listed), denatured (almost all complete protein powders) and full of 
excipients (dangerous nano and micro particles like silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide, citric acid, 
microcrystalline cellulose (wood pulp by DuPont), “natural”  and artificial flavors, colors, vegetable oils, 
gums and fibers). Most people are often better off with high quality food. 

4.) A little protein isn’t going to cut it for most people, let alone an athlete. A lack of high quality animal protein is 
reason enough to get many ailments. The amino acids obtained from animals are complete proteins and in 
plentiful amounts. These amino acids not only assist in the production of hormones, enzymes and antibodies  
but are also a must for the liver to clear estrogen and other toxins from the body.

5.) Massive   amounts of vegetables are for ruminant animals, not humans  . If a human is to consume 
vegetables and get anything out of them besides trouble, they must be cooked. Too many fermentable fibers 
irritate the intestine and produce excessive amounts of endotoxin, serotonin and general gut inflammation. 
Hard to digest plants (nuts, seeds, legumes, fiber) hinder stomach acid thus preventing proper food (protein) 
breakdown and mineral ionization. Vegetables also can’t run away, therefore they produce natural pesticides 
and toxins for animals who want to eat them (like us) and eating them raw (and as a main staple) almost always 
guarantees a high dose of phytates, oxalates, lectins, goitrogens and trypsin inhibitors. As Glen rightly 
points out, our soils are in major trouble, missing several crucial components of intelligence like proper pH, fungi, 
bacteria and beneficial acids which all have a part in communication and converting inorganic compounds. 
These factors make greens especially troublesome. Fruits trees at least have deep root structures which help keep 
the fruits more pure from toxic fertilizers and excessive amounts of liberated metals/ acids by acid rain. Animals 
products that are wild, let roam or pasture raised have the advantage of eating (less tampered with) 
wild plants, detox organs of their own and no plant toxins. 



6.) As fun as sports are they are almost never conducive to health or longevity (especially bodybuilding). At a 
competitive or professional level one must put an unnatural burden on the body to be able to perform at a specific 
level. Ancestrally, bursts of intense movement were followed by long periods of rest and they surely 
weren’t fueled by vegetables and fasting. In today’s world burning the candle at both ends is somehow 
considered healthy. In reality most of these “sports” force the body into long periods of stress while also lacking 
proper nutrition to fully make up for the macro and micro deficit.

Glen’s over exertion habit could also explain why he felt better consuming high amounts of Mg bicarbonate (+trace 
minerals). When a person is in an inefficient metabolic state they tend to hyperventilate at rest and even more 
during exercise. This makes it so the body is blowing out a lot of its (already low) CO2. When CO2 levels are 
compromised the body goes further into its hypometablic state, encouraging anaerobic glycolysis (lactic acid 
production). This process causes an increased affinity for water and alkalinity inside the cell, where we don't 
want it. Ironically, the previous process is wrongly blamed on DW due to supposed “extracellular hypotonic 
osmosis” (to be addressed later). This compromised state makes it so the body can not recycle important minerals
like Mg and constant replenishment becomes necessary. I believe these are the major reasons why so many 
people feel better on Mg and bicarbonate (which disassociates to CO2) supplementation. It’s a bioenergetic issue 
that needs fixing, not only a water issue. If unaddressed, constant intake of strong environmental acids and 
acid forming foods can put even more burden on the pH buffer system. Unless large amounts of Mg bicarbonate 
are being consumed and making it down to the higher pH of the small intestine, contact with stomach acid makes it
CO2 and MgCl2.

7.) Though fasting can have many advantages, in a body that is over worked, restricted and stressed those 
advantages quickly become severe disadvantages. Fasting can leave the liver starving for glucose unable to 
perform its crucial functions, impede sleep and negatively effect levels of the master regulatory hormone, 
thyroid (the CO2 production governor). Fasting inevitably initiates a stress response when a hypoglycemic state 
is detected. This stress response then liberates whatever glycogen reserves are left.

After the glycogen is used either lean tissue is cannibalized to provide glucose (which releases inflammatory 
amino acids) and/or free fatty acids are liberated (which is, most often, destructive polyunsaturated fats). A 
diet structured around beans, grains, nuts and vegetables is a diet too high in easily oxidizable unsaturated fats in a
98.6 degree body. These fats start their oxidative cascade when free fatty acids are liberated for energy during 
fasting, leading to more issues than can be covered here.

8.) As important as water is (after all, its the subject of this whole article) excessive intake of water can be 
harmful to the body. Excessive consumption of water can dilute electrolytes and put undo demand on the 
kidneys. Its always best to drink to thirst rather than drink because someone told you to. When losing water rapidly 
in sports or hot conditions restoring electrolytes is important, but it is not best achieved by water! Why does an 
entire “sports drink” market exist? Water is not sufficient for replacing electrolytes.

When a person engages in excessive (most peoples idea of moderate) exercise, eats foods that are both calorically 
and nutrient insufficient, water fasts, eats/drinks foods with anti-nutrients and restricts protein, they are almost 
guaranteed to, in some way, impede their thyroid and liver function. When thyroid and liver function are hindered 
individuals have a hard time maintaining proper body temperature and minerals     because of increased 
aldosterone levels. Hypothyroid individuals may evaporate a quart or less of water, tending to accumulate water in 
the cells.

This inefficient state requires bio-available, mostly organic, carbon bound minerals (like magnesium, calcium, 
potassium, sodium etc.) from food (fruit, seafood, organs) or liquids (juice, milk, broth, coffee) consumed 
frequently to keep up normal body function. However, because of a persons lack of knowledge in the previously 
listed processes, the electrolytes are flushed out once again because of unaddressed metabolic issues (low thyroid/ 
high estrogen) and an unrealistic quantity of water intake/ single large doses of minerals. To put it simply, drinking 
too much of any plain water in a hypometabolic state continues a vicious cycle. 

9.) A long winded intro now leads to the main point of this article: Why I think Glen threw the baby out with 
the bathwater when it comes to distilled water  .  

But first we must analyze why the PrHy, one of Glens solutions to his health woes (which I truly wish him the 
best with) is still not better than distilled water. The funny thing is, we will both appeal to nature at some point in 
our argument, however, nature will also show us what the most efficient and true meaning of “Pristine Hydro” really
is. 

Enjoy the read. - P.I.



PristineHydro Issues
How a combo-purifier presents a combo-of-problems

-  Complicated and Expensive  -  

The PrHy (like all other filter based purifiers) has parts that need to be replaced at different time intervals. Since it 
has so many filters, its a headache to not only keep these separate dates in mind but also gauge when they really 
need to be replaced. The manual ambiguously says, "  most customers prefer to replace filters pro-actively in  
order to maintain PristineHydro water quality standards rather than wait for complete filter 
component degradation.  "   This means that they want you replacing one or more of 7 components (attainable 
only through them) according to the 12, 24 or 36 month kit or (and usually) sooner to keep the level of performance
they claim (see image (1) below). 

(1)

Images obtained form the manual of PristineHydro WRS-UC4 
(https://pristinehydro.com/collections/shop/products/the-under-counter)

-Unpredictable and Unreliable-

The odds of a leak are very high considering the many parts through which water travels. It is repeated several 
times in the manual to “  install where drainage is present  ”   and that “  the unit should be installed under   
the supervision of a professional plumber.  ”   To add even more mystery to the performance of the unit there 
are specific ranges in which the unit must operate (see image (2) below). PrHy includes a TDS (total dissolved
solids) meter which only measures the conductive minerals in parts per million (ppm) and isn't a way to detect 
when other contaminants are making it through the filters like; bacteria, lead, arsenic, pharmaceuticals, 
motor oil, pesticides etc.  

This may not be a concern initially when the unit is new, but there is a fall off in performance the day it starts 
being used along with a lot of room for error in the setup and maintenance of the PrHy. Some contaminants are 
dangerous at parts per BILLION (ppb) levels and can't be measured by a TDS meter at all. This false sense of 
security further adds confusion on when the filters need to be replaced (or if even more devices are needed) as 
everyone's water source is different in composition. I don’t know about you, but I don’t want my water safety to
depend on a Goldilocks condition, especially if a “boil water” advisory is announced.



(2)

-  Excess bacteria and complexity  -  

Giving more surface area for bacteria to proliferate is a bad idea, consider all the filter canisters, tubes, fittings and 
crevices on the unit. It is known that RO (reverse osmosis) holding tanks not only are lined with plastic, but have 
the perfect condition for bacteria to grow because of contaminant spread from the RO membranes (where 
bacteria establish hard to remove biofilms). Though there are more stages to the filter before and after the 
membranes, none of them are as effective as distillation on organic contaminants like microbes (see image 3 
below). Certain stages of the unit, like the transparent (stone/ crystal “restructuring” chamber) further increase 
the odds of microbial growth because of light exposure and no replacement protocol. 

Any filter which doesn’t fully remove organic contaminants without a pre-dispensing/ filtering UV light (available 
from PrHy for an extra $125) isn't contaminant free water. People who are immune compromised and or on the 
spectrum may have a hard time with water that is bacterially active. When water is purified in a way that involves 
resins (like deionization), chemical/ electrical reactions (like “alkaline” water ionizers) or plastic membranes 
(like RO), some of the substances used for purification may end up in the final product. Who’s to say the various 
filters aren't bleached, full of adhesives and BPS even if they may be BPA free? Endocrine disruptors are not to 
be taken lightly (refer to first page to review). Next section, (image 4), of the manual mentions this very issue.

(3)



-Too much plastic, too much waste-

Not only are all the components involved in the unit plastic but so are the osmotic membranes. The more purified 
water becomes, the more aggressively it grabs from its environment, therefore, the only place the water should go 
next is in glass, but the PrHy has it travel through many more plastic parts. The unit claims that a flush function 
helps to extend the life of the “Pentair” encapsulated 75 gpd (gallons per day) rated RO membranes, a seemingly 
small price to pay for a (1-gal:1-gal) waste-to-water ratio, right? 

No, the “flush”, is said to last roughly 3 minutes once (or more depending on use) every month. Considering one 
can fill a gallon roughly every 30 seconds (depending on flow) that adds 6 more gallons of waste to consider in their
(1:1) claim. In addition, one must consider the added resources it takes to produce filters that can put up with the 
burden of a “high efficiency RO system” as many so called high-efficiency RO units re-circulate the waste water, 
decreasing the lifespan of the membranes. 

But we aren’t done yet! A considerable amount of water is wasted in the initial setup of the product. A quote pulled 
straight from the manual, “NEW FILTER FLUSH NOTICE: In the normal production of these filter elements, 
different materials are used to ensure optimal shelf life. As with any new drinking water filtration product, we 
recommend a thorough 24-hour flush of the system before product water is consumed in order to ensure 
optimal taste and water quality. Failure to perform this procedure may extend the system break in period.” 
(see image 4). So not only does the initial setup require one to flush for an   astonishing   24 hours   but the 3.2 
gallon holding tank must also be flushed twice before its ready to use. One naturally wonders how many “new filter 
flushes” must be done throughout the lifetime of the unit? As mentioned before, impurities are an unavoidable part 
of physical filters, and a flush is in the best interest of the consumer, though it’s not in the best interest of 
preventing waste. 

And for the cherry on top lets revisit what I said earlier, as its no small fact. Depending on the RO system, units can 
make five gallons (or more) of waste per one gallon of “pure” water, pretty horrible, but is a gallon wasted per 
gallon gained (plus a monthly flush) really that much better? A small family who uses around 3 gallons of 
water a day would essentially be dumping 3 more down the drain. 

(4)



-A proprietary method of re-mineralization?-

*Remember, one could just as easily mineralize, magnetize and vortex distilled water after it has achieved every 
process (up until this stage) more economically, efficiently and thoroughly than the PrHy.* The vague word 
“proprietary” makes one wonder what process is allowing magnesium bicarbonate to be present in the water? Also, 
in what exact amount? In nature Mg Bicarbonate is only in liquid form, to make Mg bicarbonate at home one would 
have to react Mg hydroxide with CO2. Any other process is a mystery and I wouldn’t feel comfortable drinking the 
product of an unknown reaction. 

If the magnesium bicarbonate level of PrHy had major dietary significance, Glen would most likely not sell his 
Electrolyte Balance® product (unless loose stools are his goal). His videos show a controlled TDS of about 70ppm
added minerals. With proper function of the thyroid and adequate consumption of sodium the frequent activation of
the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (see image 5) can be lowered and magnesium from foods can be 
retained/ recycled. The issues which may interfere with the retention of minerals (like magnesium) are in the intro 
section where I listed and addressed my concerns with Glens old protocol. The root cause of issues is always better 
to surface, instead of blaming say… pure distilled water (to be addressed in pt. 2). For example, the body makes its 
own cholesterol (and bicarbonate) however if cholesterol is high/low one could eliminate/eat more cholesterol, 
but the more logical approach long term would be to figure out why cholesterol is low/high (liver and thyroid issues 
are a very common causes) and eat normally. 

The process below also wastes a host of other minerals including magnesium. 
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www.forefronthealth.com/hypothyroidism-and-high-blood-pressure

To be continued on “AquaNui Distillers vs PristineHydro” (pt. 2 of 2)


